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K1 production in baryon-baryon and heavy-ion collisions
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Kaon production cross sections in nucleon-nucleon, nucleon-D, andD-D interactions are studied in a boson
exchange model. For the latter two interactions, the exchanged pion can be on-mass shell; only contributions
due to a virtual pion are included via the Peierls method by taking into account the finiteD width. With these
cross sections and also those for pion-baryon interactions, subthreshold kaon production from heavy-ion
collisions is studied in the relativistic transport model.@S0556-2813~98!02101-3#

PACS number~s!: 25.75.Dw, 14.40.Aq, 24.10.Jv
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Kaon production in heavy-ion collisions at subthresho
energies continues to attract great interest, as it is expect
carry useful information not only on the initial collision dy
namics but also on the nuclear equation of state at high d
sity @1–5# and the kaon properties in dense matter@6–8#.
However, to extract this information from the experimen
data requires the use of transport models, in which elem
tary kaon production cross sections in hadron-hadron in
actions are needed. At SIS energies (;1 GeV/nucleon! the
colliding system consists mainly of nucleons,D resonances
and pions, so one needs kaon production cross section
interactions between these particles. For kaon productio
the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, there are only exper
mental data at high energies. Thus various parametrizat
have been introduced to make predictions at low energ
Furthermore, for processes involving baryon resonan
such asND→NYK and ND→NYK, which are unique in
heavy-ion collisions and play important roles in subthresh
kaon production@1–6#, no experimental information is avail
able. The usual prescription used in transport models i
assume that these cross sections are either the same as
in NN interactions at same center-of-mass energies or so
what smaller using the scaling ansatz of Randrup and
based on isospin considerations@9#.

There are attempts to evaluate the kaon production c
sections using the one-boson exchange model@10–13#,
which has also been used frequently in calculating the p
@14#, h @15#, f @16#, and dilepton@17,18# production cross
sections inNN interactions. The extension of this model
particle production in nucleon-delta (ND) and delta-delta
(DD) interactions are straightforward, except for the comp
cation that the exchanged pion can be on-mass shell, w
then leads to a singular cross section. Since the two-
process, which involves the decay of aD into a nucleon and
a pion and the subsequent interaction of the pion with
other nucleon to produce a kaon, has already been inclu
in the transport model, one should not include inND andDD
interactions the contribution due to an on-shell pion. In R
@12#, a complex pion self-energy based on a schem
D-hole model has been introduced to evaluate the off-s
contribution. In a similar study ofh meson production from
570556-2813/98/57~1!/434~4!/$15.00
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the ND interaction@15#, the imaginary part of the pion self
energy is determined from the pion-nucleon scattering cr
section. Although the resulting cross sections are finite
finite densities, they remain diverge as the density
proaches zero.

In heavy-ion collisions, theD-induced reaction is part of a
more complex process that involves first the production o
D in an NN interaction, which can be either on or off it
energy shell, and then its interaction with another nucle
For kaon production, it was shown in Ref.@19# that the con-
tribution from an off-shellD is much smaller than that from
an on-shell one. Since an on-shellD has a finite lifetime, its
mass is thus complex with the imaginary part given by
width. Then energy-momentum conservation leads to a c
plex four momentum for the exchanged pion, which mov
the singularity to the complex plane and thus makes the c
tribution from the exchange of an off-shell pion finite. Su
a method was first introduced by Peierls@20# in understand-
ing higher resonances production from the pion-nucleon
action by first producing aD and then followed by
pD→pN* via a t-channel nucleon exchange. The singu
amplitude at the nucleon pole was regularized by includ
the complexD mass. In Ref.@16#, this method was used to
evaluate thef meson production cross section inND and
DD interactions. This physical region singularity in the sc
tering of particles with finite lifetimes appears also in mu
collider physics@21#, where a singularity appears in the pr
cessm1m2→en̄ W1, as the exchanged neutrino can be o
shell due to the decaym→en̄ nm . In Ref. @21#, this singu-
larity has also been regularized via the Peierls method
including the width of the muon.

The elementary kaon production cross sections in bary
baryon interactions have been studied in Ref.@12# based on
the pion and kaon exchange model. By adjusting two cu
parametersLp andLK in the form factors at thepNN and
KNL vertices, respectively, very good agreements with
perimental kaon production cross sections in theNN inter-
action have been obtained. In Fig. 1, results forpp→pLK1

are compared with the experimental data and various par
etrizations. Open circles are old data from the compilation
Baldini et al., @22#, while the solid circle is the data from th
434 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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recent experiment at COSY for proton-proton collisions a
MeV above the kaon production threshold@23#. It is seen
that our model provides a good description of both old a
new data. The parametrization of Randrup and Ko@9# is
shown in the figure by the dashed curve. It describes rea
ably well the experimental data at high energies~open
circles!, which were available when it was introduced. Ho
ever, it significantly overestimates the COSY data as a re
of its incorrect threshold behavior. The parametrization
Schürmann and Zwermann@24# is shown in the figure by the
dash-dotted curve. Its assumption of a quartic dependenc
pmax ~the maximum momentum of kaon at a given center-
mass energy! does not agree with the experimental data n
the threshold either. The dotted curve in the figure com
from Cassinget al. @25#, which is also based on the boso
exchange model.

In evaluating the kaon production cross sections inND
andDD interactions by the Peierls method, the pion prop
gator is modified by the imaginaryD energy due to its width
GD , i.e.,

1

~pD2pN!22mp
2

→
1

~pD2pN!22mp
2 2 imD@~ED2EN!/ED#GD

, ~1!

wherepN andpD are four momenta of the final-state nucle
and initial-stateD resonance, respectively;EN and ED are
their energies in the center-of-mass frame. The off-shell p
contribution is then obtained by including only the real p
of Eq. ~1!. In nuclear medium, theD width is expected to
change, and also the exchanged pion can acquire addit

FIG. 1. Kaon production cross section forpp→pLK1. The
solid curve is the results from the boson-exchange model of R
@12#. The dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted curves are, respect
the parametrizations of Randrup and Ko@9#, Schürmann and Zwer-
mann@24#, and Cassinget al. @25#. Open circles are experimenta
data from Baldiniet al. @22#, while the solid circle is from Ref.
@23#.
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imaginary self-energy due to interactions. Such mediu
dependent effects are interesting but require further st
and are thus neglected here.

Results for the isospin-averaged kaon production cr
sections for bothNSK and NLK final states are shown in
Fig. 2, together with those from the parametrization of Ra
drup and Ko@9#. Near the threshold, because of their inco
rect threshold behavior~see Fig. 1!, the Randrup-Ko cross
sections are larger than our microscopic results for all
channels. In the energy region most relevant for kaon p
duction at SIS energies, our results forND andDD channels
are larger than those of Randrup and Ko.

To apply these cross sections in the transport model,
have parameterized our theoretical results in terms ofAs
2As0, with As andAs0 denoting, respectively, the availab
energy and the threshold,

sBB→NYK5
a~As2As0!2

b1~As2As0!x
mb. ~2!

The fitted parametersa, b, andx for six channels are listed
in Table I. In addition, we also include kaon production fro
pion-baryon interactions with cross sections taken from R
@26#, which were also parametrized in terms ofAs2As0.
Furthermore, we include processes with one or two pion
the final states. The cross sections for these processe
obtained from parametrizations based on experimental
@27#. When medium effects on kaons are considered,
threshold is calculated with in-medium masses. In additi
kaons also propagate in their mean field potentials@28#.

f.
ly,

FIG. 2. Isospin-averaged kaon production cross sections inNN,
ND, and DD interactions. Solid curves are from this work, an
dotted curves are from the Randrup-Ko parametrization@9#.
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TABLE I. Fitted parameters in Eq.~2!.

NN→NLK NN→NSK ND→NLK ND→NSK DD→NLK DD→NSK

a 0.0865 0.1499 0.1397 0.3221 0.0361 0.0965
b 0.0345 0.167 0.0152 0.107 0.0137 0.014
x 2.0 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.9 2.3
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Kaon properties in dense matter have been extensi
studied; for a recent review see Ref.@29#. These studies in-
dicate that the kaon energy in medium can be expressed

vK5@mK
2 1k22aK̄rS1~bKrN!2#1/21bKrN , ~3!

wherebK53/(8f p
2 )'0.333 GeV fm3 represents the vecto

repulsion, whileaK determines the strength of the attracti
scalar potential. If one considers only the Kaplan-Nels
term, thenaK5SKN / f p

2 , with SKN being theKN sigma
term. In the same order, there is also an energy-depen
range term which cuts down the scalar attraction@29#. Since
both SKN and the range term are not very well determine
we treataK as a free parameter. TakingaK'0.22 GeV2 fm3,
then a kaon feels a repulsive potential of about 20 MeV
normal nuclear matter density, in rough agreement with
prediction of impulse approximation using theKN scattering
length in free space@28#.

Extensive transport model calculations for subthresh
kaon production have been carried out recently in@25,27,32#.
Here we shall concentrate onK1/p1 ratio in Au1Au colli-
sions at 1A GeV, as measured by KaoS Collaborati
@30,31#. We first show in Fig. 3 thep1 transverse momen
tum spectra in Au1Au collisions at 1A GeV. The results
from our transport model~histogram! are in very good agree
ment with the recent data from both the FOPI Collaborat
@33# ~open cicles! and the Kaos Collaboration@31# ~open
squares!.

FIG. 3. p1 transverse momentum spectra in Au1Au collisions
at 1.0A GeV. The histogram gives our theoretical results, while
circles and squares are the experimental data from the FOPI@33#
and KaoS@31# Collaborations, respectively.
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In the upper panel of Fig. 4 we show theK1 yield, nor-
malized by the number of participant nucleonsApart, as a
function of Apart. In both cases with and without kaon me
dium effects, the ratio increases more than a factor of 2 fr
peripheral to central collisions. On the other hand, the ra
p1/Apart stays almost a constant of 0.03 in the entire imp
parameter range. The stronger dependence of theK1 yield
than the pion yield on the centrality of the collision indicat
that secondary processes involving pions andD resonances
are extremely important for subthreshold particle producti
Indeed, for central Au1Au collisions, the kaon yield from
pion-baryon collisions accounts for more than 60% of t
total kaon yield, as was also found in Ref.@32#. Furthermore,
theND channel is found to be the most important one amo
all the baryon-baryon contributions.

In the lower window of Fig. 4 we show the ratioK1/p1

as a function ofApart. It is seen that our results with kao
medium medium effects are in agreements with the la
KaoS data shown by solid squares@31#. The results without
kaon medium effects overestimate this ratio. Also shown
the figure by open squares are the previous KaoS data
lished in Ref.@30#, which seem to be better described by t
scenario without the kaon medium effects@which implies a

e
FIG. 4. Upper window:p1 and K1 yields normalized by the

participant nucleon numberApart in Au1Au collisions at 1A GeV.
Lower window: K1/p1 ratio as a function of the participan
nucleon number.
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complete cancellation of the scalar and vector potential
Eq. ~3!#.

In summary, extending our previous work on phi mes
production cross sections in baryon-baryon collisions@16#,
we have evaluated the kaon production cross sections inND
and DD interactions using the Peierls method by includi
the finite D width. Using them in the relativistic transpo
model, we have studied kaon production, in particular
K1/p1 ratio, in Au1Au collisions at 1A GeV. We found
er
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that the latest KaoS data on this ratio are consistent wit
weak repulsive kaon potential.
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